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ABSTRACT  1 

Hypertension is a recognized comorbidity for COVID-19. The contribution of medications to 2 

COVID-19 morbidity in hypertensive patients is unknown; however,  ACE2, responsible for 3 

SARS-CoV-2 cell entry, is upregulated in patients taking ACEI and ARB antihypertensive drugs. 4 

Here, we evaluated prevalence of pulmonary adverse drug events (ADEs) in hypertensive patients 5 

receiving ACEIs/ARBs to help elucidate how these medications may affect clinical outcomes in 6 

acute respiratory illnesses. ADEs reported to the FDA’s Adverse Event Reporting System for 7 

hypertensive patients taking ACEI or ARB drugs show a cluster of pulmonary symptoms 8 

potentially exacerbating symptoms in COVID-19 patients. We found that retrospective analysis of 9 

13 predominant pulmonary ADEs showed significant differences in ADEs associated with 10 

Quinapril and Trandolapril, compared to all other ACEIs and all ARBs. This study suggests that 11 

specific members of the ACEI hypertensive class (Quinapril and Trandolapril) have a cluster of 12 

pulmonary ADEs which could impact the management of COVID-19 patients.  13 

  14 



 

INTRODUCTION  15 

Following the outbreak of a novel betacoronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, in Wuhan, China in late 2019, 16 

numerous questions have emerged regarding the effect comorbidities and their associated 17 

medications—including angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEIs) and angiotensin-II 18 

receptor blockers (ARBs)—may have on the infection’s clinical course. Studies to address the role 19 

of these drugs in COVID-19 pathogenesis have primarily focused on broad drug classes rather 20 

than individual drugs within a class. However, our recent investigation of renin-angiotensin system 21 

(RAS) inhibitors in diabetic patients identified only Captopril as having a unique cluster of 22 

multiple pulmonary adverse drug events (ADEs) that could impact the pulmonary symptomology 23 

of COVID-191.  24 

 25 

The RAS is a complex pathway that regulates, among other things, blood pressure and 26 

cardiovascular remodeling2. Nearly half of adults in the United States have hypertension and 27 

ACEIs/ARBs are recommended as first-line agents in non-black patients with hypertension, 28 

making use of these medications widespread3,4. Angiotensin-converting enzyme receptor 2 29 

(ACE2) is a counter-regulatory carboxypeptidase of the RAS and the cellular receptor responsible 30 

for the viral entry of SARS-Cov-2. ACE2 is predominately expressed in the heart, intestine, 31 

kidney, and pulmonary alveolar cells and is upregulated in patients taking ACEIs and ARBs as 32 

well as those receiving ibuprofen and thiazolidinediones 5,6,7.  33 

 34 

Mounting evidence indicates that patients with underlying comorbidities, such as hypertension, 35 

are at a higher risk of a severe clinical course with COVID-19. However, studies to evaluate if 36 

ACEI/ARB use is associated with a higher risk of severe COVID-19 infection as well as increased 37 



 

risk of contracting COVID-19, have failed to find a significant difference5,7. As a result, clinicians 38 

have been left to answer patient’s questions without confirmatory data8. Unfortunately, studies 39 

conducted by drug class may unintentionally limit interpretation of the impact specific drugs may 40 

have and the resultant clinical effects on COVID-19. Patients with hypertension are reported to 41 

have a 2.5-fold increased risk in developing severe COVID-19 or dying from it, therefore the 42 

present study reports on a retrospective analysis of curated ADE databases to evaluate the 43 

incidence of a cluster of pulmonary ADEs in hypertensive patients taking ACEIs or ARBs9.  44 

Although the nature of ACEI/ARB interaction in COVID-19 infection is unresolved, we 45 

hypothesized that specific drugs within the ACEI/ARB classes with more commonly reported 46 

pulmonary ADEs may worsen acute pulmonary disease states, including SARS-CoV-2 infection.  47 

 48 

RESULTS 49 

A total of 296,359 ADEs were reported by the FDA’s Adverse Event Reporting System (FAERS) 50 

from the first quarter of 2004 to the last quarter of 2019, including the April 2020 MedDRA update. 51 

Thirteen pulmonary ADEs (pulmonary edema, pleural effusion, oropharyngeal pain, dyspnea, 52 

dysphonia, cough, sinusitis, pneumonia, nasopharyngitis, bronchitis, pneumonia aspiration, 53 

emphysema, and pleurisy) were then isolated from all reported ADEs, based on their potential 54 

impact on acute pulmonary illnesses such as COVID-1910,11,12,13,14,15. Of the 8,687 reported 55 

pulmonary ADEs for ACEIs (Captopril, Lisinopril, Quinapril, Ramipril, Enalapril, Perindopril, 56 

Fosinopril, Cilazapril, Benazepril, Trandolapril), 3292 were related to the above-mentioned 57 

pulmonary ADEs. Of the total 1,440 reported pulmonary ADEs for ARBs (Azilsartan, Irbesartan, 58 

Losartan, Olmesartan, Telmisartan, Valsartan), 1,290 were related to pulmonary ADEs.  59 

 60 



 

Fig. 1 illustrates the percent incidence of pulmonary ADEs reported for all ACEIs and ARBs 61 

studied, see also Figs. S1 and S2 in SUPPLEMENTARY DATA. As seen in Table 1, the 62 

Friedman test indicated that the pulmonary ADEs associated with the ACEI Quinapril was 63 

statistically significantly different compared to ACEIs-2 (𝑝 < 0.001; excludes Quinapril and 64 

Trandolapril) as well as ARBs (𝑝 =  0.0007). Trandolapril, another ACEI, was statistically 65 

significantly different compared to ACEIs-2 (𝑝 =  0.0001; excludes Quinapril and Trandolapril). 66 

The results indicated that all the seven comparative analyses were extremely significant, especially 67 

when comparing ACEIs-2 vs. ARBs vs. Quinapril vs. Trandolapril (𝑝 <  0.0001), except for the 68 

ACEIs-2 vs. ARBs (𝑝 =  0.1481) and Quinapril vs. Trandolapril (𝑝 =  0.1864).  69 

 70 

 71 

Fig. 1: Percent incidence of pulmonary adverse drug events reported for ACEIs and ARBs 72 

in hypertensive patients.  73 
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Table 1: The results of Friedman tests comparing seven pairwise/groups were calculated using 74 

ACEIs-2, ARBs, Quinapril, and Trandolapril. 75 

Pairwise/Group Comparison P-value 

ACEIs-2 vs. ARBs vs. Quinapril vs. Trandolapril *<0.0001 

ACEIs-2 vs. ARBs 0.1481 

ACEIs-2 vs. Quinapril *<0.0001 

ACEIs-2 vs. Trandolapril *0.0001 

ARBs vs. Quinapril *0.0007 

ARBs vs. Trandolapril *0.0004 

Quinapril vs. Trandolapril 0.1864 

*: denotes statistical significance (𝑝 < 0.05)  76 

KEY: ARBs: angiotensin receptor blockers; ACEIs-2: angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors 77 

excluding Quinapril and Trandolapril 78 

Fig. 2 depicts the optimal representation of two active variables (ADEs) in biplots acquired by 79 

PCA and correspondence analysis, which diminishes the effect of supplementary variables that 80 

have no or little influence on the ACEI/ARB drugs. The first and second principal components, 81 

PC1 and PC2, explaining approximately 90% of variation are presented by the two axes of 82 

variation in the proportional reporting ratio (PRR) of ACEIs and ARBs and account for 68.03 and 83 

19.26% of the variation, respectively. Arrows are used to reflect all the variables of pulmonary 84 

ADEs, and filled circles show drugs using different colors. The cluster pattern of ACEI and ARB 85 

drugs shows three groups: Quinapril, Trandolapril, and the other ACEIs-2 and ARBs as one group. 86 

This results in a triangle shape where each group occupies a different vertex of the triangle. Also 87 



 

depicted in Fig. 2, sinusitis and pneumonia aspiration have the largest positive loadings on PC1 88 

(pointing to the positive direction of PC1), while dysphonia, cough, and nasopharyngitis have the 89 

largest negative loadings on PC2 (pointing downward in the negative direction of PC2). 90 

 91 

Fig. 2: Principal component analysis of proportional report ratios for ACEIs and ARBs. 92 

 93 

Table 2 shows the results of PRR for each of the thirteen ADEs given each drug against the same 94 

ADE from other drugs in the same or different classes. The results of each PRR for sixteen 95 



 

ACEI/ARB drugs are obtained from equations (1) and (2) as compared to the ratio factors 2 and 96 

1, respectively, shown by the black-dashed and grey-dash lines in each panel, and more than 3 97 

incidences reported for each drug-ADE combination in Table 2.  98 

Table 2. ADEs (flagged red) meeting criteria for reporting. Numbers in the table indicate how 99 

many criteria of these three are met: criteria 1) more than 3 incidences, criteria 2) a PRR > 2, and 100 

criteria 3) a PRR that is > than the lower 95% confidence interval boundary with the lower 101 

confidence interval being greater than 116. ADEs meeting all three criteria are flagged red. 102 

 103 

 104 

Fig. 3 shows the results of PRR and corresponding confidence interval for each of the thirteen 105 

ADEs given each drug against the same ADE from other drugs in the same or different classes. 106 

The results, including the confidence interval of each PRR for sixteen drugs of ACEIs and ARBs, 107 

are obtained from equations (1) and (2) as compared to the ratio factor 1 shown by the black-108 

dashed line in each panel of Fig. 3. As depicted in each panel, most PRRs with their confidence 109 

intervals given an ADE-drug combination are distributed around PRR=1 or ≤1 while Quinapril 110 

and Trandolapril remain on the right-hand side of PRR=1 with only one exception of Emphysema 111 

in Quinapril, corroborating our findings in Tables 1 and 2 and Fig. 2. 112 



 

Fig. 3: PRR ranges and corresponding confidence intervals for all thirteen ADEs and sixteen ACEI and ARB drugs with 113 

Quinapril and Trandolapril significantly different from others shown in red. Two different shadings are used to identify PRR ≥114 𝟏 by gray background and PRR ≥ 𝟐 by white diagonal lines.115 



 

 DISCUSSION  116 

This retrospective analysis results in three points to consider—first, when conducting multifactor 117 

analyses across clinical databases containing complex disease processes, individual drugs rather 118 

than drug classes should be assessed as ADE profiles vary in a statistically significant manner. 119 

Second, ADEs are generally studied based on individual signs, which may mask patterns of 120 

symptoms reflecting dysfunction of a specific organ system. Namely, two ACEIs in this study, 121 

Quinapril and Trandolapril, were found to have a statistically significant difference in reported 122 

pulmonary ADEs that should be considered when evaluating how hypertension may potentiate 123 

COVID-19 morbidity and mortality. Third, our results prompt consideration of the etiology 124 

responsible for the differences in pulmonary ADEs of Quinapril and Trandolapril in comparison 125 

to other ACEIs. A previous study completed by the authors found that in evaluating these drugs in 126 

diabetic patients, only Captopril had a statistically significant difference in pulmonary ADEs—127 

suggesting that underlying disease etiology plays a role in ADE reports. Patients commonly have 128 

comorbid conditions, which makes correlating specific patterns of ADEs difficult. Ultimately, it 129 

is important to realize that individual drugs—not entire classes—can potentially worsen concurrent 130 

pulmonary diseases, such as COVID-19, complicated even further by the complex, time-131 

dependent, and divergent symptomology of COVID-19 itself.  132 

 133 

That some covariates possess confounding factors does not diminish the impact of these ADEs on 134 

pulmonary issues. Correspondingly, in the COVID patient data, it was observed that these ADEs 135 

are present in all age, weight, and sex groups and since our assessment shows that there are no 136 

apparent negative effects caused by confounding factors, they seem to be extraneous variables 137 

which do not affect the PRR analysis of individual drugs vs. drug classes. We found that some 138 



 

ADEs (dysphonia, bronchitis, and pleurisy) are not significantly affected by any of these 139 

covariates.  140 

 141 

Very few studies have analyzed the comparative potencies of ACEIs, and none have categorized 142 

Quinapril and Trandolapril together—and distinct from other ACEIs—as seen in our analysis of 143 

ADEs. It should be noted that it is their metabolites, Quinaprilat or Trandolaprilat (respectively), 144 

that are the active moieties in vivo.  Hayase et al. 2003 reported that Quinaprilat and Trandolaprilat 145 

had the highest lipophilicity compared to other ACEIs and investigated their protection from 146 

damage affected by lysophosphatidylcholine (LPC)17. It was shown that these two ACEIs 147 

significantly reduced the LPC-induced hemolysis compared to other drugs in this class. However, 148 

this study did not look at ADEs related to these drugs and we have not examined the link between 149 

the ADE observed and the similarities in lipophilicity17. 150 

 151 

One limitation of the present study is that it is a retrospective analysis of curated ADE databases 152 

from spontaneous reporting systems and nuances in reporting could affect our datasets. Because 153 

this project uses data voluntarily reported to the FAERS and MedDRA databases, it is unknown if 154 

the patterns depicted in our data are due to true underlying etiologies or simply, reporting patterns. 155 

Prevalence of hypertension is another major limitation, depicted by the fact that 29% of all 156 

Americans over the age of 18 have hypertension but that number dramatically increases to 63.1% 157 

for American adults over the age of 6018. This natural confounding of age and hypertension is a 158 

frequent limitation to discerning the impact RAS medications may have on the COVID-19 clinical 159 

course, made more difficult by the fact that older adults are more likely to be affected by both 160 

hypertension as well as SARS-CoV-27.  161 



 

 162 

Our results emphasize that there are disparities of reported pulmonary ADEs between drugs within 163 

the same class, even though most drugs are typically grouped by their class. It is possible that 164 

conflicting data regarding the effect ACEIs/ARBs may have on SARS-CoV-2 infection is, in part, 165 

due to drugs being evaluated by class instead of individually, and that studies do not take into 166 

account different underlying comorbidities. Despite statistically significant differences of 167 

pulmonary ADEs reported for Trandolapril and Quinapril compared to other ACEIs as well as 168 

ARBs, more research is needed to determine the clinical significance regarding the management 169 

of pulmonary diseases, including COVID-19.  170 

 171 

METHODS  172 

Definition of Adverse Events 173 

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) defines the term ‘adverse event’ as: “any untoward 174 

medical occurrence associated with the use of a drug in humans, whether or not considered drug 175 

related, including the following: an adverse event occurring in the course of the use of a drug 176 

product in professional practice; an adverse event occurring from drug overdose whether 177 

accidental or intentional; an adverse event occurring from drug abuse; an adverse event occurring 178 

from drug withdrawal; and any failure of expected pharmacological action”19,20. 179 

Multidimensional Database Sources 180 

The data used in this study have been curated from multiple publicly available data sources for 181 

hypertensive patients, including the FDA’s Adverse Event Reporting System (FAERS), which 182 

houses all ADEs reported to the FDA by pharmaceutical companies, healthcare providers, and 183 



 

consumers. The data, including the hypertension dataset, is updated quarterly by the FDA and 184 

currently includes reports submitted from the first quarter of 2004 to the last quarter of 2019. This 185 

dataset focuses on drugs and their ADEs but includes additional data such as disease, drug, and 186 

demographic information as well as information related to patient outcome.  187 

The data structure of these ADEs is organized in accordance with the Medical Dictionary for 188 

Regulatory Activities (MedDRA) terminology, along with the International Safety Reporting 189 

Guidance Database. We utilized the MedDRA hierarchy for regulatory information of medical 190 

products in hypertension, which is grouped based on etiology, manifestation site, or purpose. Here 191 

we utilized the 23.0 or earlier version of MedDRA, with the most recent update from April 2020 192 

that includes new COVID-19 related terms and revisions.  193 

Data Mining and Search Strategy 194 

In alignment with our previous multidisciplinary work1,21, we implemented a three-stage approach 195 

to curate disparate databases and identified patients with hypertension including pulmonary arterial 196 

and intracranial hypertension. First, data mining algorithms were used to identify hypertension 197 

datasets and associated post-marketing ADEs for ACEI/ARB drugs that were prevalent among the 198 

top reported symptoms in COVID-19 patients. Next, as part of data cleaning, standard libraries 199 

were utilized to curate missing information or unify distinct groups within the data. For example, 200 

drug names in the FAERS database are reported by a combination of active ingredients, generic 201 

names, or brand names. Using PostgreSQL (PostgreSQL Global Development Group), allowed us 202 

to map and search all the possible drug names to drug parents in the DrugBank database (Alberta 203 

Innovates - Health Solutions, The Metabolomics Innovation Centre) creating a unified dataset22. 204 

Additionally, ADEs derived from unstructured data (e.g. text) needed data scrubbing, cleansing, 205 



 

and merging16. For this purpose, deep learning techniques were employed to implement and map 206 

the informatic structure of the FAERS database into the international safety reporting guidance 207 

coded using terms in MedDRA16. Finally, ADEs associated with medications in the ACEI and 208 

ARB classes administered to patients with hypertension were recorded.  209 

Proportional Reporting Ratio 210 

Statistical analysis was performed using SAS (SAS® University Edition version 9.4, North 211 

Carolina, U.S). First, data based on the frequency of each ADE related to respiratory, thoracic, and 212 

mediastinal disorders/infections were parsed in the MedDRA and FAERS databases. Specific 213 

ADEs collected were pulmonary edema, pleural effusion, oropharyngeal pain, dyspnea, 214 

dysphonia, cough, sinusitis, pneumonia, nasopharyngitis, bronchitis, pneumonia aspiration, 215 

emphysema, and pleurisy (Fig. 1). These ADEs were consistent with globally reported 216 

information, which found that pneumonia, pneumonitis, shortness of breath, cough, and sore throat 217 

were among the top reported symptoms in COVID-19 positive patients10,11,12,13,14,15. We then 218 

employed a method proposed and implemented by the FDA for analyzing ADE disproportionality 219 

in pharmacovigilance data by observed-expected ratios16. This method, the proportional reporting 220 

ratio (PRR), provides a statistical summary for the commonality of an ADE for a specific drug as 221 

compared to the entire database for drugs in the same or other classes16.  222 

 223 

We then addressed confounding factors including patient demographics and drugs that are under-224 

reported in voluntary reporting systems, including the FAERS, since conditional slicing and sub-225 

setting can confine the use of quantitative signal detection methods such as PRR. For this purpose, 226 

we were able to correct the analysis after applying logistic regression for the known covariates of 227 



 

age, weight, and sex, and combine this approach with PRR to improve analyses of drug effects 228 

using the hypertension data sets. As a result, we found that the following identity is chiefly correct 229 

in numerous scenarios: 230 

Pr(ADE|drug, age, weight, sex) =  Pr (𝐴DE|drug)This helped us to estimate a PRR for a specific 231 

drug-ADE combination by calculating the following equation:  232 

PRR𝑖𝑗 = Pr (𝐴𝐷𝐸𝑖|𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑔𝑗)Pr (𝐴𝐷𝐸𝑖|𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑔𝑗∗ ) = 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑛𝑗(∑ 𝑟𝑖𝑘𝐿𝑘=1    − 𝑟𝑖𝑗)∑ ∑ 𝑟𝑖𝑘𝐸𝑘=1𝐷𝑖=1   − 𝑛𝑗
                          (1) 233 

 234 

where 𝑟𝑖𝑗  gives the total number of a specific ADE 𝑖 ∈ {1,2, . . , 𝐸} for a given drug 𝑗 in {1,2, . . . , 𝐷}. 235 

Here 𝐸 and 𝐷 represent the number of all events and drugs in the drug class, respectively. 𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑔𝑗∗ 236 

denotes the drug class, excluding the specific drug 𝑗. Also, 𝑛𝑗  shows the total events for the given 237 

drug 𝑗. As the distribution of PRR samples are all positive, we then applied a log transformation 238 

to data and found the confidence interval23 using the following equation:   239 

95% CI𝑖𝑗 = exp(ln(PRR𝑖𝑗) ± 1.96 × SD𝑖𝑗)                          (2) 240 

where  241 

SD𝑖𝑗 = √𝑛𝑗 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑛𝑗 × 𝑟𝑖𝑗 + ∑ ∑ 𝑟𝑖𝑘𝐸𝑘=1𝐷𝑖=1   − 𝑛𝑗𝑛𝑗 × ∑ ∑ 𝑟𝑖𝑘𝐸𝑘=1𝐷𝑖=1    242 

Friedman Test Results 243 



 

Using SAS, sample differences among the four groups—Quinapril, Trandolapril, ACEIs, and 244 

ARBs—were assessed for a pairwise analysis with the assumption that data were not normally 245 

distributed using the non-parametric Friedman test for two independent unequal-sized data. 246 

Friedman test was also applied to perform multiple comparison tests (P values for statistical 247 

significance < 0.05). For the non-parametric Friedman test of statistical significance, seven 248 

pairwise and multiple comparisons were performed based on the ARBs and ACEIs excluding 249 

Quinapril and Trandolapril, hence denoted as ACEIs-2. Tests performed included ACEIs-2 vs. 250 

ARBs, ACEIs-2 drugs vs. Quinapril alone, ACEIs vs. Trandolapril alone, Quinapril vs. ARBs, 251 

Trandolapril vs. ARBs, and Quinapril and Trandolapril vs. all ACEIs-2 and ARBs. 252 

 253 

Principle Component Analysis 254 

Principal components of PRR in pulmonary ADE for ACEIs and ARBs were calculated using the 255 

built-in function prcomp in R 3.6 (R Core Team, GNU GPL v2)24. Implementing principal 256 

component analysis (PCA) to the drugs with 13 pulmonary ADEs reduced the dimension into a 257 

smaller number of PCs, significantly explaining and visualizing variation of ACEIs and ARBs. 258 

Biplot was generated using the R package factoextra25. 259 

 260 

Data availability 261 

All the data supporting the findings in this study are available in the paper and Supplementary 262 

Information. Data related to this paper are available from the corresponding authors upon request. 263 
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Fig. S1. Percent incidence of pulmonary adverse drug events reported for ACEIs in hypertensive 345 

patients.  346 
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Fig. S2. Percent incidence of pulmonary adverse drug events reported for ARBs in hypertensive 357 

patients.  358 
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Figures

Figure 1

Percent incidence of pulmonary adverse drug events reported for ACEIs and ARBs in hypertensive
patients.



Figure 2

Principal component analysis of proportional report ratios for ACEIs and ARBs.



Figure 3

PRR ranges and corresponding con�dence intervals for all thirteen ADEs and sixteen ACEI and ARB drugs
with Quinapril and Trandolapril signi�cantly different from others shown in red. Two different shadings
are used to identify PRR ≥  by gray background and PRR ≥  by white diagonal lines.
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